December 7, 2018
Submitted via www.regulations.gov
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
Department of Homeland Security
20 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20529-2140
RE:

Comments on Proposed Regulation – Inadmissibility on Public Charge Grounds (DHS
Docket No. USCIS-2010-0012)

Dear Sir or Madam,
I am writing on behalf of Unbound Philanthropy to express our strong opposition to the
Department of Homeland Security’s Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“proposed rule”) on
“public charge,” published in the Federal Register on October 10, 2018.
Unbound Philanthropy is a private grantmaking foundation incorporated in the US
that invests in leaders and organizations in the US and UK working to build a vibrant, welcoming
society and just immigration system. Our primary office is in New York, with a second office in
London.
We seek to advance three interlocking Strategic Priorities:
PUBLIC: Deepen public support and engagement for a just immigration system and a
welcoming society
SYSTEM: Ensure legal protections in the immigration system
INTEGRATION: Strengthen integration among newcomers and receiving communities
Unbound Philanthropy is opposed to the proposed rule, which is in direct opposition to many of
our fundamental core values.
Unbound Philanthropy believes that our policies and culture must create and inspire welcoming
communities where immigrant integration is a two-way process, where newcomers feel valued
and fully participate alongside their neighbors in the social, civic, and economic fabric of their
communities. This policy penalizes immigrant parents and their children for enrolling in or for
being likely in the future to enroll in services such as nutrition and health care; an act that is
directly opposed to the welcoming society we seek and know is possible. This policy would also
increase fear among the immigrant community, leading to further negative health and mentalwellness outcomes for families and children, and creating a fear-based environment that is

directly opposed to the welcoming, vibrant one that we strive for. It also would give
immigration officials broad discretion to deny a green card (permanent residence) to family
members based on their socioeconomic and demographic characteristics.
The proposed rule would have a particularly detrimental effect on women, children, and the
elderly. The rule, which introduces multiple criteria that can be weighed against an applicant,
penalizes low- and moderate-income families who are learning English, lack a credit history, or
lack access to private health insurance – effectively requiring them to be wealthy and
established in the United States before they arrive. It ignores the contributions and importance
of low-wage workers in the US economy and the opportunity for families to make progress over
time and generations.
As a recent MPI report, “Gauging the Impact of DHS’ Proposed Public-Charge Rule on U.S.
Immigration,1” documents (see attachment) the proposed rule disadvantages women who stay
at home to raise their children. It also discriminates, on its face, against children and seniors.
The proposed rule purports to be a forward-looking test, yet it ignores the most basic fact
about children – who become self-sufficient once they are grown. While young, children have
higher poverty rates than adults, and older adults are more likely to be unemployed than
younger ones. This MPI report finds that among recent green-card recipients, 45% of children
had two or more negative factors under the proposed rule, as did 72% of adults over the age of
61.
The proposed rule would also alter the racial composition of future immigration: people
migrating from Mexico and Central America are more likely to have the negative factors
described in the proposed rule, while people migrating from Europe are more likely to receive
green cards under this proposed rule.
Additionally, the proposed rule would undermine our economy. Again, according to MPI, close
to half of recent green-card recipients who worked full-time had one or more negative factors
under the proposed rule. If low- and middle-skilled workers are denied entry under this
proposed rule, the impact would be felt in numerous sectors, including agriculture,
construction, manufacturing, and hospitality.
This proposed rule would have a particularly adverse effect on philanthropy, forcing
foundations such as ours to divert our resources to address an unnecessary humanitarian crisis
that would result from this new policy.
Unbound Philanthropy believes that countries with welcoming policies have the potential to
harness the prosperity that comes from the full participation and inclusion of all people, from
all backgrounds. This proposed rule singles out immigrants who are not wealthy, threatening
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the shared prosperity that will lift us all up together. This proposed rule also exacerbates
income inequality and racial disparities.
Our vision is a just and vibrant society where we can all flourish; we uphold human dignity,
value our diversity, and embrace our common humanity. The proposed policy undermines
these cherished values, harming immigrants and citizens alike.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Taryn Higashi
Executive Director
Unbound Philanthropy

